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BONEVET is a maker space established in 2014 by the private 
foundation UNE E DU KOSOVEN based in Kosovo. BONEVET is 
designed to stimulate children's curiosity, imagination, and 
creativity. Children are encouraged to learn through play and 
technology, create their own games, program robots, make 
prototypes with 3D printers, work together with other children, solve 
different riddles and mysteries, develop communication skills, read 
books, and learn foreign languages. RECONOMY facilitated the 
application of BONEVET to the ClimateLaunchpad (CLP) initiative 
to stimulate young entrepreneurs to develop cleantech business 
ideas. BONEVET is the first national leader in the Western Balkans 
to be part of the world’s largest green business ideas competition.  

The CLP kick-off started with the selection of ideas that went 
through a bootcamp and follow-up coaching on how to successfully 
start a green business. This followed up by national, regional, and 
global competitions. The global winners benefit from mentoring and 
guidance from the professional network of CLP incubators.

?

BONEVET completed its first year in the CLP competition in Kosovo. 
Best applicant teams were selected to participate in the "National 
Competition" where they were trained on how to further develop their 
idea in technical and entrepreneurial terms and the winners of the 
"National Final" participated in the “Regional Final” and potentially in 
the “Global Final”, where, if successful, they become part of well-known 
European incubators and accelerators.

The start-up GoBeyond won. Their project implies that protein from 
insects will be one element to fill the gap of rapidly increasing needs 
from a growing world population. The project is in the testing phase, but 
it is foreseen that it will grow to provide solutions to the wider 
population. The project was presented at the “Regional Final” 
competition and won the first prize, leading up to GoBeyond being 
qualified for the “Global Final” competition. GoBeyond is small but big in 
terms of impact.

 ICT/BPO sectors across the WB have an emerging development trend. Sectors 
showed resilience in facing the global crisis caused by the pandemic. 

 The sectors offer decent job opportunities  (earning potential, productivity, 
prospects for skills and career growth). Sectors are attractive to youth and there is a 

potential for higher inslusion of women 

 ICT/BPO has a high potential for collaboration (within and cross-sectoral). Public and 
private stakeholders are recognising the potential and commiting to digital 

transformation and technological development.

 All 6 Western Balkan countries suffer from a high unemployment rate, and at the same 
time, companies report a lack of qualified and skilled individuals to fill positions

 The sector's competitiveness is low compared to EU average

 Local demand for tech-based products is not sophisticated enough, leaving IT companies 
to offer mainly outsorcing activities to global clients and not their own products and services

 Education and training are low quality and outdated and do not meet provate sector needs

 ICT / BPO sectors suffer from high fragmentation and lack of collaboration and weak links 
between industry, education institutions, intermediary services, support organizations, research, 

government institutions, civil society organizations

 Isuficient business services (e.g. business development/information and knowledge) hinder the 
development and growth of IT companies, particularly small and medium companies and 

freelancers. 
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Initially, a key aspect that contributed to the success of CLP Kosovo 2021 was the productive 
collaboration with the CLP base in the Netherlands and with the main partners of the pilot intervention 
activity in Kosovo. The well-established plan of CLP, BONEVET’s experience, and its network, as well as 
the shared knowledge from the partners, contributed to the success of the pilot intervention activity.

Knowing the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Kosovo and adapting the outstanding training program of 
CLP to its needs was another aspect that helped the pilot intervention activity to succeed. This was 
achieved with the support of the national coaches who are working in the field of entrepreneurship and 
sustainability for some time.
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In total, more than double the number of qualitative and 
valid green business idea applications were received 
(34 applications). The most promising 8 ideas were 
selected from an independent jury and they 
received training from international and national 
business coaches. All 8 applications developed from ideas 
to structured green business models.

During the “National Final”, the expert independent 
jury, after the final team pitches, selected the best 
3 teams/ideas, who then participated in the 

“Regional Final”. The winner of the “National Final” for CLP 
Kosovo 2021 won also in the “Regional Final” (organized 
online for the region of Eastern Europe and the Middle East).

In the very first 
participation, a team 
from CLP Kosovo 
was qualified for the 
“Global Final”.

More than 600,000 citizens 
of Kosovo were engaged 
throughout social 
media regarding 
their involvement 
in the project and 
generally as an 
awareness campaign about 
climate change and the 
importance of operating in 
an environmentally-friendly 
manner.

Investments by the private 
sector into start-up ideas: 

20,000 EUR

Around 25 partners 
from the public 

and private 
sectors assisted 

in different ways in 
the pilot 

intervention activity.
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